Touch Booklist

- What Do I Feel? ¿Qué siento? (Child's Play, English & Spanish)
- Animals (DK, Knowledge you can touch)
- I Hear a Pickle (and Smell, See, Touch, and Taste It, Too!) by Rachel Isadora
- Touch The Poem by Arnold Adoff and Lisa Desimini
- Human Body Theater (A Non-Fiction Book by Maris Wicks)
- I Can Touch

Toddler Tuesdays at MOXI

MOXI
The Wolf Museum of Exploration + Innovation
**I Can Touch** by Julie Murray  
Located in non-fiction 612.88  
Big colorful photos and short sentences show children how they use their sense of touch. Children will see familiar things in these pages. Other books in this series teach about the other senses.

**Touch the Poem** by Arnold Adoff  
Located in non-fiction 811.54  
This book has many lovely poems and illustrations to flip through with a child. Talk about the words like rough, smooth, burning, and cool. Try some of the actions the poems describe and talk about how they feel.

**I Hear a Pickle : (and smell, see, touch, and taste it, too!)**  
by Rachel Isadora  
Located in picture books under Isadora  
Learn about all 5 senses with this playful book. The story points out things that are fun to touch and things that aren't so fun to touch. Talk with your child about why that is and what those things feel like.

**What Do I Feel? / Qué siento?** by Annie Kubler  
Located in Spanish/bilingual board books  
This book is short and sweet with big cartoon illustrations of many different children touching all sorts of objects. Sand, blankets, paper, grass, and bunnies, to name a few.

**Animals [Braille] : Knowledge you can touch**  
Located in non-fiction under 590 Animals  
This big book of animal facts has pictures that are texturized, some are even fuzzy! It also has writing in text and in braille. A great opportunity to talk about how touch is used to read braille.

**Human Body Theater : [a Non-Fiction Revue]** by Maris Wicks  
Located in non-fiction graphic novels under 612  
One chapter describes the 5 senses in depth in a comic book style. Other chapters in this book cover the different systems that in the human body. A humorous and informative read for little ones that are especially hungry for knowledge.